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Those are several of the benefits to take when getting this The Appearance Of Annie Van Sinderen By
Katherine Howe by on-line. Yet, how is the means to get the soft file? It's very appropriate for you to see this
page due to the fact that you could obtain the web link page to download guide The Appearance Of Annie
Van Sinderen By Katherine Howe Merely click the web link given in this write-up and also goes
downloading. It will not take significantly time to obtain this book The Appearance Of Annie Van Sinderen
By Katherine Howe, like when you have to choose e-book shop.

From School Library Journal
Gr 9 Up—Howe's latest is a tautly paced work that blends historical fiction, romance, and the supernatural.
While spending the summer at New York University studying film, Wes becomes fascinated with an oddly
dressed but hauntingly lovely girl. Annie, he eventually learns, is a ghost (though that word is never used),
flickering between her time (1825) and his. The two attempt to figure out why Annie is here, as they begin to
develop feelings for each other. Complicating matters is Maddie, a defiantly bohemian hipster whom Wes
finds equally entrancing—and who's also a part of the puzzle. Though Howe employs a well-worn
trope—the concept of a spirit who can't rest until a terrible wrong is rectified—she does so deftly, ratcheting
up the tension as she switches between the protagonists' first-person perspectives and weaving in themes of
class and privilege. While Wes and Annie are separated by nearly two centuries, Howe nails their
voices—that of an insecure film student yearning to make his mark and of the upper-class young woman
attempting to break free from a gilded cage—imbuing them with relatable turmoil and angst. The language is
immediate and gripping, with a hint of sensuality; the surreal, eerie chapters told from Annie's
understandably confused perspective contrast wonderfully with Wes's more straightforward sections, and
Howe's exploration of New York City, both past and present, is spot on. VERDICT A thought-provoking,
intelligent work of suspense that will resonate with fans of Adele Griffin's Tighter (Knopf, 2011) and Nova
Ren Suma's The Walls Around Us (Algonquin, 2015).—Mahnaz Dar, School Library Journal

Review
Praise for The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen:

“A tautly paced page-turner that blends historical fiction, romance, and the supernatural.”—School Library
Journal, starred review 

“Hauntingly etched, creating an eeriness that lingers after the novel's romantic ending.”—Publishers Weekly,
starred review 

“Katherine Howe knows how to get under your skin.”—Paste Magazine

“A can’t-put-down story.”—The Associated Press



“Historical, supernatural and modern New York all collide in this well-researched and highly intriguing
novel.”—AM New York

“This strange and gorgeous novel is rich with humor, ghosts, art, and true love, but I think I loved it best for
its characters: a group of loyal friends who ricochet together through the streets of a hummingly alive New
York City, searching for a lost ring, a devastating secret, and, most of all, for the people they want to
become.”—Marisa de los Santos, New York Times bestselling author of The Precious One, Belong to Me,
and Saving Lucas Biggs
 
“Lush, twisty and spellbinding, Katherine Howe’s The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen will keep you up
all night and not let you go in the morning. Utterly beguiling from beginning to end.”—Megan Abbott,
award-winning author of Dare Me and The Fever

About the Author
Katherine Howe is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane
and The House of Velvet and Glass. She is a lecturer in American Studies at Cornell University. Her books
have been published around the world in 23 languages to date. Visit her at www.katherinehowe.com and
follow her on twitter @KatherineBHowe.
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A haunting, contemporary love story from the New York Times bestselling author of Conversion

It’s July in New York City, and aspiring filmmaker Wes Auckerman has just arrived to start his summer term
at NYU. While shooting a séance at a psychic’s in the East Village, he meets a mysterious, intoxicatingly
beautiful girl named Annie.

As they start spending time together, Wes finds himself falling for her, drawn to her rose-petal lips and her
entrancing glow. There’s just something about her that he can’t put his finger on, something faraway and
otherworldly that compels him to fall even deeper. Annie’s from the city, and yet she seems just as out of
place as Wes feels. Lost in the chaos of the busy city streets, she’s been searching for something—a missing
ring. And now Annie is running out of time and needs Wes’s help. As they search together, Annie and Wes
uncover secrets lurking around every corner, secrets that will reveal the truth of Annie’s dark past.
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up the tension as she switches between the protagonists' first-person perspectives and weaving in themes of
class and privilege. While Wes and Annie are separated by nearly two centuries, Howe nails their
voices—that of an insecure film student yearning to make his mark and of the upper-class young woman
attempting to break free from a gilded cage—imbuing them with relatable turmoil and angst. The language is
immediate and gripping, with a hint of sensuality; the surreal, eerie chapters told from Annie's
understandably confused perspective contrast wonderfully with Wes's more straightforward sections, and
Howe's exploration of New York City, both past and present, is spot on. VERDICT A thought-provoking,
intelligent work of suspense that will resonate with fans of Adele Griffin's Tighter (Knopf, 2011) and Nova
Ren Suma's The Walls Around Us (Algonquin, 2015).—Mahnaz Dar, School Library Journal
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Journal, starred review 
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starred review 

“Katherine Howe knows how to get under your skin.”—Paste Magazine

“A can’t-put-down story.”—The Associated Press

“Historical, supernatural and modern New York all collide in this well-researched and highly intriguing
novel.”—AM New York

“This strange and gorgeous novel is rich with humor, ghosts, art, and true love, but I think I loved it best for
its characters: a group of loyal friends who ricochet together through the streets of a hummingly alive New
York City, searching for a lost ring, a devastating secret, and, most of all, for the people they want to
become.”—Marisa de los Santos, New York Times bestselling author of The Precious One, Belong to Me,
and Saving Lucas Biggs
 
“Lush, twisty and spellbinding, Katherine Howe’s The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen will keep you up
all night and not let you go in the morning. Utterly beguiling from beginning to end.”—Megan Abbott,
award-winning author of Dare Me and The Fever

About the Author
Katherine Howe is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane
and The House of Velvet and Glass. She is a lecturer in American Studies at Cornell University. Her books
have been published around the world in 23 languages to date. Visit her at www.katherinehowe.com and
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Most helpful customer reviews

11 of 11 people found the following review helpful.
The main characters Wes and Annie are incredibly well-developed and fascinating and the story is a
wonderful mix of historical f
By Kathleen
I devoured this book. It is a suspenseful and intriguing read about an impossible romance set against the
backdrop of NYC, both in the present and in 1825. The main characters Wes and Annie are incredibly well-
developed and fascinating and the story is a wonderful mix of historical fiction, romance and the
supernatural. A terrific book for readers of all ages.

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Compelling mix of historical fiction, the supernatural and romance
By digsblues
This is a wonderful mix of historical fiction, the supernatural, and romance. While studying at NYU in hopes
of becoming a documentary film maker, Wes meets and strange but lovely girl, Annie. He and his buddy are
filming a seance and Annie is blocking the shots. The narrative shifts between NYC in 1825 and the present,
and from the first person perspective of first Wes, then Annie. This is brilliantly done.



Don't let the 400 pages scare you. I bought the book yesterday and finished it today. It's fast-paced, has a
good mystery, some twists, and the characters are all fascinating.

Highly recommended for readers 14 and up.

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
A mysteriously trippy read perfect for readers of historical fiction, contemporary, and paranormal!
By Tika
I received a review copy courtesy of the author/publisher. This does not affect my opinion or views
regarding the book whatsoever.

You know what pains me the most about doing non-spoiler reviews? The fact that I can't fully describe how I
felt about a story.

Here's my problem. The Appearance Of Annie Van Sinderen was such a spectacular read, that I want to yell
to the skies above about every moment, every emotion, every DETAIL, of what I experienced. Buttttttt since
I want my readers to go in with an open mind, (open mouth sounded way too pervy lol) I'll try to refrain
from spilling too many beans . . .

KEYWORD . TRY

The Appearance of Annie is one of those stories that completely flew over my head for the first 200 or so
pages. I was so engrossed by the mysterious creepiness of the writing and characters, that I never bothered to
stop and think, " why exactly is all of this even HAPPENING? " Every couple or so pages, I'm literally
saying aloud, " WHAT IS GOING ON? " because I was so freaking lost, but in the best damn way. It
reminded me of the time my step-sister and I were lost in New York. We didn't panic, or even care to be
honest, because we were so in AWE of our surroundings, so swept up into the energy of the city, and if any
experience could be compared to reading this book, this would definitely be it.

My absolute favorite thing about The Appearance of Annie is the plot. The characters could've been as flat as
my next door neighbor's booty, (they weren't of course) and I bet you a pre-order, I would've loved it all the
same. The story follows our two main characters Wes and Annie in a very strange way. Wes, a college
student attending NYU's summer program for film, and Annie a . . . girl from the . . . 1800's. Part one is told
from Wes's perspective and all his typical boy glory. I loved his character, especially his passion for making
documentaries, which happens to be a serious obsession of mine. Annie's perspective on the other hand, was
a wholeee nother ball game. I was so intrigued by her story, and how the author cleverly weaved the classic
tale of Rip Van Winkle into the mix.

Speaking of Rip Van Winkle, remember how he fell asleep, then woke up in a time completely different
from his own? Well, imagine my expression when I FINALLY discovered that the same had happened to
Annie. Can you even cope with being born in a time where they didn't have cars, cellphones, or even
airplanes? Then BAM, you wake up and your town seems normal, but suddenly cobblestone streets turn into
slick pavement, markets and other grubby buildings turn into sleek glass structures scraping the sky, and
even walking down the street feels like your watching some type of weird porn. I would've totally s*** my
pants. Howe infused historical fiction with our modern day world, allowing the story to be not only amusing,
(Annie's reactions to the new-age was so cute) but trippy as hell. To say I was a kid in a candy store would
be an understatement.

Katherine's work is so pleasantly unreal, allowing readers the perfect fictional escape.



I found myself completely taken away by the premise, the characters, the flow, even the charm of it all, and
before I knew it, the story had ended, and far to quickly for my tastes. I adored this unusual take on a love
story between two characters from two different centuries, not to forget the quirky secondary characters that
made the story that much more enjoyable.

The writing was beyond captivating, with the perfect mixture of a well done contemporary, fantasy, a
sprinkle of historical fiction, and a dash of paranormal elements, making this a special treat for every reader.
The Appearance of Annie Van Sinderen mashes the past and present, real with the unreal, so if you're ready
to frazzle your wits with this out of body experience, I highly recommend you pick this up.

See all 38 customer reviews...
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